
Returning Student Chefs Cook Up Recipes of Champions
in Holiday All Star All Mixed Up™ with Celebrity Chef Ralph
Pagano
Season 4 premieres this Friday November 1st at 7:30 am (ET/PT) on Lifetime TV; Winners of past three seasons battle it out to score
most points to win title of All Star Champion

(Pompano Beach, FL - CISION - October 28, 2013) It’s back to the heat of the kitchen for All Mixed Up™, the cooking show with the unique
twist brought to you by the producers of the award-winning show Designing Spaces™. Just in time for the holidays, the premiere of Season 4
of the cooking competition that scores big with viewers and is hosted by celebrity chef Ralph Pagano, will air this Friday, November 1st at 7:30
am (ET/PT) on Lifetime TV.

For three seasons, All Mixed Up™ challenged three culinary students in the kitchen as they sliced, diced, mixed and cooked up ingredients
from America’s favorite brands to create three appetizers, entrées and desserts in 30 minutes. Season 4 Holiday All Star edition brings a
unique twist to the table – the All Mixed Up Winning Champions from each season have returned to step up to the plate to battle it out in the
most intense completion yet to hit their recipes of champions out of the park, or in their case – the kitchen!

Representatives from America’s favorite brands will reveal the secret ingredients -- a sweetener from Domino Foods, dried fruits from
Mariani Packaging and fresh meats from Zaycon Foods – moments before the competition starts and will then pull their chairs up to the
table to judge the aspiring chefs’ dishes on Taste, Creative use of ingredients and Presentation.

Will the chefs be way off base or score the points they need on the board to take the All Star title?

But that’s not the only way to win. Celebrity Chef Ralph Pagano has many tricks up his chef’s coat sleeve and throws fast curve balls into the
competition every way he can for the chefs to rack up more stars. Who is quick enough to adjust to his challenges and score a home run and
who is too slow to overcome them and ends up striking out?

Don’t miss the drama in this Holiday installment of All Mixed Up™! Tune in to the Season 4 premiere on Friday, November 1st and episodes 2
and 3 on November 8 and 15th at 7:30am (ET/PT) on Lifetime TV.

After each episode airs, log on to the All Mixed Up™ website to learn more about the contestants, brands and judges. Get a sneak peak at
exclusive behind-the-scenes photos, and try your hand at the recipes yourself with the All Mixed Up™ Recipe book.   www.allmixedup.tv

About All Mixed Up™ on Lifetime Television

All Mixed Up™ is a half-hour reality cooking show airing at 7:30 am (ET/PT) on the Lifetime channel -- it combines the perfect mix of
ingredients for food competition, food history and culinary adventure. The show is hosted by Ralph Pagano, world-renowned chef and culinary
celebrity. Three up and coming student chefs compete before a panel of judges by taking America’s favorite brands and turning them into
three unique three-course meals. The chefs must complete an appetizer, entrée, and a dessert in 30 minutes, and will be judged on recipe
originality, presentation and taste. Who will win the competition? Who will survive being “All Mixed Up™?”

To learn more and view past episodes of the show please visit: www.allmixedup.tv
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